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Abstract
Due to complex, competitive and crucial nature of call center jobs, organizations in services industry are spending more resources than ever on staff training and development. This is the case also in Call Center Representative Training. However, although organizations invest billions of dollars every year in training, no concrete evaluation framework exists to adequately quantify the impact of Call Center Representative (Henceforth CCR) training on actual job performance. Filling this gap, current study attempts to develop a framework to evaluate training programs in the context of call center industry using Kirkpatrick’s learning and training evaluation model. Developed framework is then implemented in actual training programs of the case company to develop insights on evaluation of training programs and their limitations. The study is based on actual data of three call centers of a leading Telecom Company in Pakistan. These call centers answer approximately 72 Million calls a year. Study analyzed data of almost 627 CCRs who were trained in 34 different training programs by 18 different certified trainers at three locations. CCR training was selected as research setting because of two reasons. Firstly, high turnover of CCR’s in call center industry necessitates frequent and extensive training which makes CCR training a big chunk of resources utilized in call center industry on training and development; secondly, standardized scrutinizing procedures followed in the call center industry for hiring CCR’s enabled and facilitated implementation of training evaluation framework which is suggested in this paper. Data was scientifically recorded for the entire year 2012 and different aspects of training were recorded to ensure that Kirkpatrick model could be applied. By successfully applying Kirkpatrick’s learning and training evaluation model, the study developed a framework to gauge effectiveness of training program in call center using Kirkpatrick model. Our investigation of training programs using the developed framework revealed that training programs get very high scores at initial level. Trainees are inclined to rate trainings as excellent at level 1 (Reaction) of Kirkpatrick model but as we go deep with levels (Learning, Behavior) of model, it was identified that effectiveness of training programs deteriorate subsequently. Decline of almost 20% was recorded between the effectiveness of training at Level 1 (Reaction) and Level 3 (Behavior). These results suggest that reaction of trainees is an inadequate measure to evaluate training programs and training programs should be evaluated at a deeper level to get a realistic picture of training effectiveness. Though scope of this study was limited to call center trainings where results at each level of Kirkpatrick model could be gathered objectively, the study opens an interesting and challenging area for management researchers about exploring and improving quality of training programs. It shows the need to study further this field by developing and implementing effective evaluation models in diverse training fields, specifically in areas such as social and leadership training.
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Introduction
Call center industry is growing exponentially. Call centers are vital part of any business because businesses are built around customers and customers want to communicate. They want to tell about their service experiences, issues, complaints and they also want to know about new products, offers and packages that are being launched by businesses. Therefore, organizations while developing their marketing and customer care strategies, consider Call Centers as crucial pillar (Gilson & Khandelwal, 2005).

Though organizations acknowledge the importance of call centers as important pillar of the business, many organizations consider call centers as cost centers because primarily, call centers work as after sales support which does not create any new business unless call center is outbound. On other hand, we do have companies which consider call centers as their profit centers by upselling and cross selling different products when customer is interacting with Call Center Representative (CCR). In either case, businesses want maximum out of their call centers both in term of productivity and quality.

As (Houlihan,2000) points out, most of the work at call centers is managed with the use of technology which determines the pace and volume of work. This system also allows constant monitoring of job and employee performance (Hutchinson, Purcell, & Kinnie, 2000). The call center work environment is characterized as being similar to assembly line production (Taylor & Bayn,
Call center job is considered as one of the toughest job throughout the world resulting in high turnovers. Estimated average turnover is between 35 and 50 percent (IBIS World, 2008). High stress levels and huge workloads are major contributors in high turnover at call centers. This is the prime reason that almost throughout the year; call centers are hiring resources to fill in resignations.

High turnover and constant hiring usually creates a workforce with unequal skills levels but customers expect same level of skills whenever they contact helpline. They need CCRs to be cooperative, friendly, courteous, and attentive with updated knowledge of each and every product, service, and issue. Customers don’t care if CCR is new or old and neither should they because it is company’s responsibility to ensure that right person is sitting at helpline to facilitate customer. Therefore, with high turnover and constant hiring of new resource, management has to ensure that a standard value has been added in raw resource to meet customer expectations. So, rigorous training is needed to standardize skill levels in the workforce if customer expectations are to be met by call centers.

With heavy investments in executing training programs, the question is no longer “should we train”, but rather — is the training worthwhile and effective? So it all boils down to effectiveness of training programs which is done through training evaluation. Problem with currently available training evaluation models is their inability to objectively measure effectiveness of training programs at levels deeper than trainee responses. Though these models present a framework of training evaluation at different levels (i.e. Reaction, learning, behavior), applicability of these models is limited because measuring scales of evaluation are mostly industry specific and highly generalized evaluation models available in literature appear to practitioners as not applicable. Therefore, in the current study, we took the most widely acknowledged training evaluation model (Kirkpatrick model); tailored training programs in our case organization according to evaluation model and implemented the model. This approach to evaluate training programs was inverse to currently suggested and practiced approaches in the field of training evaluation because customarily, evaluation models are implemented on completed training programs whereas in this study, complete training lifecycle was developed in a manner that permitted and supported objective evaluation.

Training in Call Center Industry

Training is a key strategy for human resource development, generating new skills in people and in achieving organizational objectives. Training can be defined as “the systematic acquisition of skills, concepts, or attitudes that must result in improved performance of the trainee” (Goldstein & Ford, 2002; Aamodt, 2012). Employees/ workforce need to acquire special skills and knowledge appropriate to perform job as per desired standards and training programs are developed to help them achieve those desired targets. Training has many benefits and hence, is becoming a billion dollar industry worldwide. On average, organizations are spending 2 to 2.5 percent of their payroll on training (ASTD, 2005). Same source reveals that U.S. organizations alone spent approximately $164.2 billion on employee learning/executive education in 2012.

In the call center industry, training programs are developed and executed to inculcate required knowledge, skills and abilities (KSA) in new hires. Training new hires is specifically a very demanding job because there is always high pressure from call center management to handover staff as soon as possible so that quantitative service levels at call centers may not be compromised. So, the question in this context is, How to gauge effectiveness of training programs? Evaluation of the effectiveness of training programs is critical because without it, call centers have no good way to know if CCR will be able to provide standard services to their customers.

Training in Call Center industry is different from training in other organizations because in Call Centers, CCR (Employee) must perform all standard activities with standard accuracy and courtesy at a set level from very first day of the job. Margin of “Trial and error” and “Experiential learning” in Call Center industry is considerably low compared to other industries and business segments where new employees can learn from mistakes and peers.

Training Evaluation:

Training evaluation is a systematic process of collecting data in an effort to determine the effectiveness and/or efficiency of training programs and to make decisions about training (Brown & Gerhardt, 2002; Brown & Sitzman, 2011). Evaluating training programs is becoming an important issue for training researchers and practitioners (Alliger, Tannenbaum, Bennet, Traver, & Shortland, 1997) because training evaluation is both costly and intensive (Salas & Cannon Bowers, 2001), and evaluation criteria must be psychometrically sound (Alliger, Tannenbaum, Bennet, Traver, & Shortland, 1997).

In the training lifecycle, evaluation phase is usually the most overlooked part. Often, the value of conducting training evaluations is outdone by the necessity simply to gain participants immediate post-training reactions and results of that are sometimes mistakenly viewed as an indicator of whether or not the training was successful overall. In addition, budgetary, and other constraints have caused many trainers and instructional designers to employ standardized, commercially available evaluation instruments. Advantages of using standardized tools are that 1) They are (presumably) validated because they have been used and refined over time and Therefore, the data and feedback they provide is consequently, likewise (presumably) valid. 2) They can be customized, to the extent that many contain questions of open format, allowing the course designer some flexibility of inserting course specific questions and 3) they are relatively inexpensive and readily available thereby allowing the instructional designer to focus mainly on course and curriculum development related concerns. However, there are many disadvantages in using standardized evaluation instruments. Firstly, they present a “one size fits all” approach to training course design in which they assume that each course has relative similarities in its content, style, and expectations. Secondly, they are generally not as comprehensive nor focused on critical content (objective-driven) areas as would be either necessary or desirable and thirdly, they offer little assistance in assessing the longer-term effects of the training.

A valuable alternative to standardized evaluations can be found in designing a customized and systematic approach in which the principal goal is to obtain feedback aimed specifically at a particular program’s objectives to determine not only how well the course was initially received but also whether or not it had the desired impact over a sustained period of time.

Existing literature proposes different models for carrying out training evaluation (i.e. Kirkpatrick, 1976; Phillips, 1997; Hamblin, 1974; Tannenbaum & Woods, 1992; Kaufman & Keller, 1994; Holton, 1996). Evaluation approaches used in these models can be loosely categorized into “Goal based” ap-
proaches and “System based approaches”. Various frameworks for evaluation of training programs have been proposed under the influence of these two approaches (Eseryel, 2002). The most influential model for training evaluation with goal oriented approach came from Kirkpatrick whereas under the systems approach, the most influential models include: Context, Input, Process, Product (CIPP) Model (Worthen, Sanders, & Fitzpatrick, 1997); Training Validation System (TVS) Approach (Fitz-Enz, 1994); and Input, Process, Output, Outcome (IPO) Model (Bushnell, 1990). (Eseryel, 2002) provides a comparison between Kirkpatrick model and TVS, IPO and CIPP models which is re-presented in the table below.

--- | --- | --- | ---
1. Reaction: to gather data on participants reactions at the end of a training program | 1. Context: obtaining information about the situation to decide on educational needs and to establish program objectives | 1. Input: evaluation of system performance indicators such as trainee qualifications, availability of materials, appropriateness of training, etc. | 1. Situation: collecting pre-training data to ascertain current levels of performance within the organization and defining a desirable level of future performance.
2. Learning: to assess whether the learning objectives for the program were met | 2. Input: identifying educational strategies most likely to achieve the desired result | 2. Process: embraces planning, design, development, and delivery of training programs | 2. Intervention: identifying the reason for the existence of the gap between the present and desirable performance to find out if training is the solution to the problem.
4. Results: to assess costs vs. benefits of training programs, i.e., organizational impact in terms of reduced costs, improved quality of work, increased quantity of work, etc. | 4. Product: gathering information regarding the results of the educational intervention to interpret its worth and merit | 4. Outcomes: longer-term results associated with improvement in the corporation’s bottom line – its profitability, competitiveness, etc. | 4. Value: measuring differences in quality, productivity, service, or sales, all of which can be expressed in terms of dollars.

Table 1. Goal-based and systems-based approaches to evaluation (Eseryel, 2002)

From these and many other models, the most popular and recognized model of training evaluation is Kirkpatrick’s (1994) model of training evaluation (Saks & Burke, 2012). Though criticized for its simplistic approach, this model is preferred for current research because firstly, it provides appropriate goal orientation which is specifically required in call center training and secondly, clear job performance indicators used in call center industry make it possible to implement Kirkpatrick’s model with clarity and conviction.

Kirkpatrick model:
As per Kirkpatrick model, training can be evaluated at four levels. Level 1 is reactions criteria which evaluates trainees’ reactions to a training program. Level 2 is learning criteria, which evaluates the extent to which trainees have learned the training materials and acquired knowledge from a training program. Level 3 is behavior criteria and it assesses the extent to which trainees have applied the training at workplace in terms of their behavior and/or performance following a training program. Level 4 is results criteria, which calculates the extent to which the training program has improved organizational-level outcomes (Kirkpatrick, 1976).

Currently available research on Training evaluation using Kirkpatrick model has mostly been focused on the extent to which organizations evaluate trainings at one or more levels of Kirkpatrick model. For example, few references cited by (Saks & Burke, 2012) suggest that many organizations evaluate reactions and learning, but very few evaluate behavior and results criteria (Blanchard, Thacker, & Way, 2000; Hughes & Campbell, 2009; Kraiger, 2001; Sitzmann, Casper, Brown, & Ely, 2008). Similar results were found in the study made by (Twitchell, III, & Jr., 2000) in which only 31 percent of organizations used behavior measures to evaluate technical training programs, and only 21 percent used results – performance measures. Considering causal relations amongst Kirkpatrick’s four levels of training evaluation, interesting study was made by (Aliger & Janak, 1989) in which they found very low correlations between reactions and the other three criteria (Learning, Behavior and Results) and slightly larger (but still relatively low) correlations among learning, behavior and results criteria.

Therefore, though previous studies have used Kirkpatrick model to assess training efficacy, not enough research evidence was found where complete lifecycle of training was used to gauge effectiveness of training programs in general and in the call center industry specifically. Filling this gap, we developed a framework of complete training lifecycle using Kirkpatrick model and implemented the model on results of training evaluation. In this context, the research aimed at answering following two research questions.

a) How can we develop a framework to evaluate training programs in the context of call center? What can we learn using the Kirkpatrick’s model in evaluation?
b) How effective are call center new hire training program at different levels of Kirkpatrick’s model?

Aim of the study therefore, was to contribute in current discourse of training evaluation via appraising the effectiveness of the evaluation process and by providing a framework of complete training lifecycle in which evaluation is embedded in the planning and execution phase. Though scope of this study was limited to call center trainings where results at each level of evaluation could be gathered objectively, the study opens an interesting and challenging area for management researchers about exploring and improving quality of training programs by developing and customizing evaluation models for diverse training fields such as soft skills and leadership training.

Methods and Datasets:
This research was carried out in a Telecommunication company in Pakistan. 34 New hire training programs were analyzed for this research. All trainings that have been conducted in the organization in year 2012 have been analyzed. Data set that has been used for research comprised of 627 CCRs who actually went through new hire training. Their performance was recorded for respective next couple of months to capture the results as per Kirkpatrick model. New hire training has been chosen for this research mainly because new hires do not carry any specific cultural or political biasness/ inclinations and it was assumed that choosing new hires would provide true results while evaluating post training behavior. 34 complete actual new hire training programs were monitored and recorded to analyze effectiveness of training program at each level of Kirkpatrick model. It took almost 12 months to generate this data. Basic processes and phases of new hire training program
are explained below to get understanding of the entire structure of training.

**Hiring Process:** Basic requirement for entry level hiring (new hires investigated in this research) at the organization under study is graduate level studies and age limit of ≤ 28 years. Company does not advertise jobs of CCR’s as it is a continuous process and usually existing employees refer other people. There is a CV bank in which all the resumes are dropped and are pulled off as and when needed. At any given time, there are thousands of CV’s in CV bank. Call center coordinator maintains the record of all resumes. Hiring process comprises of following steps.

- **CV Short listing:** For all the CV’s initial screening is done; basic qualification, prior experience and other key parameters are keenly observed to short list CV’s.
- **Prioritizing CV’s:** As basic criteria is very simple and there are hundreds of short listed CV’s, so next step is prioritize CV’s. Persons having prior experience in similar jobs are given priority.
- **Telephonic interview:** Once CV’s are prioritized, panel of team leaders start calling prospects, to confirm their availability. Gauge basic telephone skills and to check voice quality on telephone. They record their feedback in prescribed format against each interviewee. All candidates succeeding the telephonic interview phase are called in for assessment center.

**Assessment Centers:** There was an economic conflict between training team and management regarding quality of intake at call centers. Trainers usually complain that hired CCR’s do not possess basic capabilities that are required for the job and hence, cannot be trained adequately for the job. To resolve this issue, a committee was developed comprising of all the stake holders including call center management, quality assurance team and training team. This committee came up with solution of “pre-hiring assessment centers”. After thorough deliberation, following competence areas were established and agreed to be gauged during assessment centers.

a) **IQ test**

b) **System handling skills**

c) **Communication skills**

d) **Customer Focus**

Each of these competence areas have been established after carefully looking at job description of CCR’s. As part of their job they will be interacting with customers and therefore, they need to be extremely customer focused. Communication is another key competence required for Call Center job. Similarly, every task that they perform during job is on system and therefore, they must be proficient in using systems. Certain IQ level is also needed to comprehend customer issues, understand logistics, analyze problems and give solutions to customers.

All these competence areas were agreed by all the stake holders’ i.e. Call center management, QAST (Quality Assurance and Standardization Team) and VP Customer Care. Hiring through assessment center also mitigated the limitation of Kirkpatrick model where literature claims that right selection of candidates for training programs will affect the results of training. So, by selecting human resource through assessment center, it was assured that right people were selected for the job.

Assessment centers basically ruled out the possibility of wrong candidate selection. This ensured that candidates with required skill set were chosen and sent to new hire training program. This resulted in nullifying the limitation of Kirkpatrick model where some literature claims that result of training depends on the skillset of trainees. Detail of each competence area and how it was gauged in assessment centers is mentioned below.

**IQ Test:** IQ test comprised of two parts. First part contained 10 sequence related questions, and second part was comprehension test to gauge if participant was able to use written material regarding product knowledge that will be used in trainings and afterwards on job. Sample questionnaire used to gauge IQ of participants is shown in Appendix 1.

**System Handling Skills:** System handling skills were gauged by asking participants to perform different activities on computer. It was again a simple sequence of tasks that was performed on computer. Evaluators had assessment sheets and while participants used systems, evaluators assessed each person’s competence regarding system handling. Each participant was assessed by at least two evaluators to ensure that the marks given to participant were correct. Each participant was scored on a scale of 1-10. Instructions sheet used for system handling skills is attached in Appendix 2.

**Communication Skills:** Communication skills were gauged in two dimensions. One was speaking skills and other was listening skills. For speaking skills, participants were asked to speak on any topic for two minutes and as they spoke, expert evaluators evaluated them on different parameters of speaking skills such as opening of presentation, body language, selection of words and closing of presentation. Score by each evaluator was then summed up to get the total score for participant.

Second area of communication skills gauged was listening skills. Two recorded calls were played while participants listened with a blank paper and pencil in their hand. Calls were actual conversations between customer and CCR. In these calls, usually customer is asking for something or is discussing his/her issue and CCR is providing relevant information to customer or is trying to resolve the customer issue and providing appropriate remedies.

Recorded call was played, participants carefully listened to the call and they could take notes if they wanted to and once call was ended. Evaluators served question paper regarding that specific call. Each call had five questions and each question was worth one point. Listening skills had 10 marks in total and speaking skills was also of 10 marks. So, participants got scores out of 20 in communication skills category.

**Customer Focus:** Gauging if candidate was customer focused or not proved to be a tricky job. A questionnaire was developed to get the feel about aptitude of participant towards serving customer. This questionnaire basically comprised of daily routine job scenarios where one could observe if candidate was customer oriented or not. There were 10 questions and each question carried one mark. So participant’s score was calculated out of 10.

**Overall Score:** Once all the competence areas were gauged, scores were calculated and compiled on an Excel sheet and Candidates were ranked according to the score they achieved in the assessment. Candidates failing to meet passing criteria were given feedback on weak areas and their application for job was declined with remarks.

Table 2 (p. 8) gives the summary of weightages against each competence. There is another column in same table which is “Passing criteria”. As all competences are necessary to perform the job of CCR so s/he had to get a passing score in each competence which is mentioned in front of each competence in the table.

Apart from getting passing scores in each above criteria total score to pass the overall assessment needed to be greater than 74%. Compiled results were sent to call center management to continue further with hiring process. Furthermore, Candidates
Table 2: Assessment center competencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Competence Area</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Passing Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IQ Test</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Handling Skills</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication skills</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer focus</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Assessment Center Overall Scores Ranking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scores</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>95% - 100%</td>
<td>A+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85% - 95%</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75% - 85%</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;75%</td>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Call Center Representative KPIs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KPI</th>
<th>Weightage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productivity</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attendance</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: ABU Scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ABU Grade</th>
<th>Percentage Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A+</td>
<td>&gt;=95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>&gt;=90% &lt; 95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>&gt;=85% &lt; 90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-</td>
<td>&gt;=80% &lt; 85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>&lt;80%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparison of scores for each parameter are given below.

- **Productivity Score**: Productivity is second most important parameter of CCR performance. Productivity basically is the measure to see how CCR performed in his/her 8 hours shift i.e. Did CCR logged in on time? Did CCR catered customer calls within defined time? Took his/her breaks properly? CCRs are supposed to handle each call in 120 seconds on average. CCRs are given three breaks in 8 hour shift as per pre-defined schedule. All these parameters are captured automatically in system and system generates Productivity score of each CCR for entire month.

- **Quiz Score**: There are lot of things to remember about different products that are being offered by company because each day, company launches different offers and packages to attract and facilitate customers. As contact point for customers, CCRs are supposed to know about all the products that are being offered by company. To ensure this, there is a monthly quiz regarding different offers/packages/scenarios/promotions etc. that is conducted for each CCR. Quiz is also conducted by an automated system and questions are randomly chosen from system from a large database of questions. Each quiz contains 10 questions and system generates report of each CCR performance in quiz every month.

- **Attendance**: An uninform leave highly affects service levels of that day; CCRs attendance is strictly monitored and is part of CCR performance evaluation. Informed and approved leaves do not affect CCR performance but uninform absence from job would severely affect CCR performance in that month. Weightage of each performance indicator for CCR job is mentioned below table 4.

- **ABU Report**: All these KPIs are summed up as per their assigned weightage in one report called ABU. ABU basically grades performance as “A” in case performance is good, “B” in case of satisfactory performance and “U” grade for unsatisfactory performance. Detail rating is illustrated in Table 5.
uct knowledge, system knowledge etc. was taught to trainees in those 10 days. In last 4 days, trainers placed these new hires on job and observed how they performed while mentoring and assisting them at work. In 14 days program certain number of quizzes were incorporated. Different activities like mock decision making situations, role plays, and team competitions were added in modules to ensure that participants learn as much as possible.

After module development and finalizing the complete training module hour by hour, trainee manual was developed. That was a simple handbook for trainees which contained all the relevant knowledge that was to be taught during the training program.

**Training Execution:** Once module and content was developed for trainings, the next step was to execute trainings, while executing training, certain criteria’s were considered like arranging appropriate room, having appropriate seating arrangement etc. During training, participants were given several assignments, quizzes, presentation, notes etc. to keep them involved. Two trainers were always present with trainees and usually they divided different topics among themselves to train participants turn by turn. Entire batch was the responsibility of those trainers. Training team used mix and match of different trainers in different trainings to ensure that participants could get the mix of different trainers and at the same time different trainers could work together to improve their training skills further. Several parameters were gauged in training program to ensure that new hires might perform on job as per desired standard set already during the planning phase of training. Training performance of trainees was measured in the following manner.

- **Attendance (Weightage 10%)** - Popper record of attendance for each day was kept to ensure that new hires don’t miss any topic.
- **Training Quizzes (Weightage 10%)** - Quizzes were conducted during training to gauge the learning of trainees.
- **Training Participation (Weightage 10%)** - Trainees were encouraged to actively participate in training; their participation was also gauged and recorded.
- **Training Projects/Assignments (Weightage 10%)** - Several projects/assignments were given to trainees in training program. These assignments and projects were evaluated and recorded to calculate final score of trainees.
- **Final Quiz (50%)** - At the end of training, grand quiz was conducted.
- **On job observations** - (Weightage 10%) - Measured in last 4 days of training.

At the end of training, all above parameters were summed up as per their defined weightages to get the final score of individuals which was later used to measure training effectiveness at level 2 (Learning). At the end of training, scores were compiled and shared with management. Trainings were concluded with a 10 question feedback form filled by each participant. Feedback form was later used to gauge Level 1 (Reaction) of training.

**Training Evaluation using Kirkpatrick model:**

Kirkpatrick model presented four levels to actually gauge the effectiveness of training. As this research focuses to implement Kirkpatrick model levels for new hire training program to establish effectiveness of training program, each level of Kirkpatrick model was mapped to different activities at each stage of trainings in the following way.

**Level 1 - Reaction** - Reactions is basically the immediate feedback of participants after the training. To calculate Training feedback (Reaction) of each new hire training batch, feedback forms were used. Feedback form had 10 questions and participants ranked each questions against three given options (Excellent, Good and Needs Improvement). To calculate the result from feedback form, Each excellent that was selected by participant was considered as 5 marks, for good, 3 marks were assumed and Needs improvement resulted in 0 marks for particular question. All the scores against excellent, good and needs improvement were calculated and divided by 50 to get the quantified result of feedback. Average score of Feedback by all participants was considered as the Training feedback (Reaction) to training program.

Feedback form contained couple of questions regarding the training facility and required system support whereas most of the questions were related to capabilities of trainer i.e. was the knowledgeable, were the sessions interactive etc. Last portion of feedback asked for suggestions/ideas to improve training program and participants were encouraged to write any improvement they want to suggest.

On 14th day of training, training manager visited the new hire training batch, Trainers left the training room to ensure that feedback was transparent, new hires were given feedback forms and they recorded their feedback on given forms.

Once feedback forms were filled, training manager collected them and gave them to quality assurance team. Quality assurance team entered feedbacks in excel sheet and training results were calculated by compiling all the feedbacks. These results were later shared with call center and training team’s management.

**Level 2 – Learning** - Level 2 of model is “Learning” which basically tries to capture how much actually trainees have learnt during the training. One can define it as techniques, knowledge and abilities actually acquired by trainee due to training.

To get this Level 2 evaluation of new hire training, different parameters that were used during training were analyzed. Final result comprised of all the learning that has happened at trainee level because this score was derived from Grand quiz which covered everything taught during the training program. So to gauge effectiveness of training at Level 2, Final training results of participants were used.

**Level 3 – Behaviors** - Level 3 of Kirkpatrick Model is about monitoring actual behaviors that new hired CCRs demonstrated on the job after training. Level 3 (Behaviors) evaluation was generated using ABU, the performance report generated by Quality Assurance Team. As already described, each CCR on floor is evaluated against several parameters and combination of all these scores is the performance score of CCR. After one week of joining floor (Job), quality assurance team starts evaluating new hires performance.

The Quality scores of ABU were considered for gauging training effectiveness at level 3 because other parameters like attendance and productivity were not directly related to effectiveness of training. Additionally, training was never designed to make CCRs more efficient in productivity (Attendance, break management etc.). Quality score basically comprised of new hire actual behavior on calls with customer. Therefore, Quality Score of new hired CCRs in first month ABU after joining the floor was considered as level 3 evaluation of this study.

**Level 4 – Results** - Level 4 of Kirkpatrick model talks about the actual results that affect the organization as a whole on a bigger scale. This is the most complex level of Kirkpatrick model and it needs certain sets of data which organizations don’t always have. For new hire training, this can be calculated from number of calls answered by each new hire in a month. Rev-
ene/cost of calls where quality of CCR was good can be considered as return on investment whereas the cost of calls where CCR failed to meet quality standards can be considered as lost opportunity. However, due to complexity of this level, lack of data and to rationalize the scope of this research, level four of Kirkpatrick model was not implemented in this study. Table 6 below summarizes parameters used to capture data from training sessions to implement Kirkpatrick model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 1- Reaction</th>
<th>Feedback of trainees at the last day of training.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 2- Learning</td>
<td>Final results of trainees at the end of trainings (Aggregate of quizzes, participation, attendance and observations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3- Behavior</td>
<td>Departmental evaluations after one month of job</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 4- Results</td>
<td>Not in the scope of this research</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: New hire training results mapped as per Kirkpatrick Model

Results and Conclusions:

34 new hire training programs were analyzed. These were all the new hire trainings conducted during 2012 in case organization. There were 627 participants who were trained in these 34 programs and results of training against each level were measured as previously defined. Table 7 summarizes the results of effectiveness of training at each Kirkpatrick level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kirkpatrick Level</th>
<th>Research parameter</th>
<th>Scores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reaction</td>
<td>Training Feedback</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning</td>
<td>Training Score</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior</td>
<td>Job evaluation score</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: New hire training Results at different Kirkpatrick Level

So if we look at reaction of training which was previously being used as an indicator of training success by organization, we can say that training program was 96% effective. At “learning level 2 of Kirkpatrick model, participants score had declined to 86%. It was also observed that for each new hire training batch, “Learning” was always less than the score that training program had achieved at “reaction” level. Third level in Kirkpatrick model was about the actual behaviors depicted by participants of training program on job. The nationwide score of evaluation at this level revealed the fact that training was actually only 77% successful. Figure 1 summarizes the finding of effectiveness at each level.

After applying Kirkpatrick model to new hire training program, it can clearly be inferred that participants reaction to training is highly inflated and if organization or training team is relying only on this single parameter to calculate effectiveness of training than this can mislead to effectiveness perception which in actual is not there. It was observed that for every training batch, training feedback is always beyond 90% which depicts that during training, trainees are impressed by the personality of trainer or they are shy to give negative remarks or low scores due to different reasons. At the end of program they rate training as highly successful.

Figure 2 shows the training feedback of participants against each training program. It is evident that training team had achieved a very healthy feedback on training. Participant’s initial reaction to training was very good.

At next step when we looked at learning’s of training program by calculating the actual performance of trainees in the training, we noticed same trend. Mostly, the average score of each batch was more or less same. There are new hires who get very high score in training and there are few who don’t get very high scores but minimum score needed to pass training was 80% so the range was between 80%-100% as far as individual performance is considered, this was averaged as 86% from all 34 sessions. This level of evaluation suggested that training program was 86% effective with a decline of 10% against 96% effectiveness at reaction level.

Next step of Kirkpatrick model showed some interesting results. Figure 4 (p. 11) is about the results captured at behavior level for all batches. So, the training which was considered as 96% effective was actually only 77% effective at Behavior level which was almost 19% less than actual scores recorded at reaction level. So, answering RQ-2 (How effective are call center new hire training programs at different levels of Kirkpatrick’s model?), analysis revealed that organizations that are considering reaction as the only parameter to gauge effectiveness of training can be highly mislead by results as reactions of trainees after end of training do not reflect the true and complete picture of actual training effectiveness.
Conclusions & Recommendations:

By using the framework and mapping of call center evaluations in Kirkpatrick model in this study, organizations can measure effectiveness of their training programs. Furthermore, analysis in the study revealed that organizations that are considering reactions as the parameter to gauge effectiveness of training can be highly mislead by results as Reactions of trainees after end of training are usually highly inflated about trainings. Gauging effectiveness at Level 2 of Kirkpatrick model gives comparatively reasonable results but actual results are what trainee participant delivers on job. Therefore, organizations must strive to capture training results at this level which is the 3rd level of Kirkpatrick model.

At abstract level, we endeavored to contribute in the current discourse of training evaluation by appraising the effectiveness of the evaluation process and by providing a framework of complete training lifecycle in which evaluation is embedded in the planning and execution phase. Though scope of this study was limited to call center trainings where results at each level of evaluation could be gathered objectively, the study opens an interesting and challenging area for management researchers to exploring and improve quality of training programs by developing and customizing similar evaluation models for diverse training fields such as soft skills and leadership training.

Limitations & Future Research

This research has been conducted on trainings where results at each level of Kirkpatrick model could have been gathered but the trainings where objective is to inculcate only soft skills such as Communication skills, leadership Training etc., implementing Kirkpatrick model can be difficult. It would be an interesting study to find data points or ways to quantify purely subjective themed trainings.
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APPENDIX 1
CALL CENTER ASSESSMENT CENTER: IQ & Reading Comprehension Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DATE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL QUESTIONS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALLOCATED TIME</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Encircle the correct answer and there is no negative marking. Overwriting not allowed.

PART 1: IQ Questions
1- Sequence 4, 7, 9, 2, 6, 8 read backwards as 8, 6, 2, 9, 4, 7?
   a- True
   b- False

2- Choose the word most similar to “Trustworthy”:
   a- Resolute
   b- Tenacity
   c- Relevant
   d- Insolent
   e- Reliable

3- How many alphabets are in between Alphabet K and P?
   a- 6
   b- 3
   c- 7
   d- 4

4- If Aslam looks at the mirror and touches his right ear, the mirror will show him touching his left ear.
   a- True
   b- False

5- The word revolver reads exactly the same back to front?
   a- False
   b- True

6- Which one of the five is least like the other four?
   a- dog
   b- Mouse
   c- Lion
   d- Snake
   e- Elephant

7- Which number should come next in the series? 1 - 1 - 2 - 3 - 5 - 8 – 13
   a- 8
   b- 13
   c- 21
   d- 26
   e- 31

8- If you rearrange the letters “ANKIO” you would have the name of _______?
   a- City
   b- Animal
   c- Mobile
   d- River

9- Find the next letter in the following series a, c, f, j, o, ___
   a- Z
   b- V
   c- U
   d- X

10- Find the missing number
    1  4  3
    5  9  4
    4  5  ___
    a- 1
    c- 10
    d- 20
    e- 9

PART 2: READING COMPREHENSION TEST

Note: Read the below paragraph, please answer all questions.
Jamal works for a company in Lahore, Pakistan. He is a customer service representative. He gets up at six o’clock each workday. He drives to work and begins his job at eight o’clock. He speaks to people on the telephone to help them with their banking problems. People telephone the bank to ask questions about their accounts. He doesn’t give information about accounts until people answer a few questions. Jamal asks callers their birth date, the last four digits of their credit card number and their address. If a person gives incorrect information, Jamal asks him to call back with the correct information. He is polite and friendly with everyone. He has lunch in a park near his office. He returns home at five o’clock in the evening. After work, he goes to the gym to work out. He has dinner at seven o’clock. Jamal likes watching TV after dinner. He goes to bed at eleven o’clock at night.

APPENDIX 2
Instructions for System Quiz
Time Allowed: 10 Minutes
1. Please open Google page.
2. Search ABC company Website.
3. Search for vision of ABC
4. Search Prepaid Packages
5. Describe Prepaid Package 1
6. Copy the vision into a Word Document.
7. Now type the vision by yourself. (Copy not allowed here, you need to type in blue color).
8. Save the document on your desktop giving it your name.
9. Send this document using your email account to imran.nabi@abc.net
10. Let the observer know once you are done.